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ABSTRACT 

Representations of “ideal” masculinity and the process of achieving that “ideal” in 

Western culture constantly change to reflect the current social standards. Although recent 

investigations of film representations of masculinity have identified a new focus on male 

anxiety and the male psyche, current film research has not explored representations of 

emerging adult masculinity. The purpose of this study is therefore to identify a current 

genre of “bro-films” and explore how masculinity is represented within these films. This 

critical case study of the 2007 American comedy film Superbad uses a textual analysis to 

identify how the films represent emerging masculinity and the process for achieving an 

“ideal” masculine status. 

The results indicate that representations of masculinity in the bro-film Superbad 

are divided into three categories consistent with Sigmund Freud’s concepts of id, ego and 

superego. The preferred reading of the film indicates a portrayal of “ideal” masculinity as 

a white, heterosexual, middle-class male. This is consistent with the power structure 

established within the boundaries of hegemonic masculinity. This interpretation is limited 

however by the lack of oppositional reading. Future studies could include a study of the 

satirical representations of masculine authority within the film. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Soft light illuminates the boyish faces of film characters Evan and Seth as they lay 

side by side in blue and red sleeping bags. 

“I can’t believe you saved me. You saved me,” Evan states as he looks at Seth. 

Seth chuckles and turns on his side to face Evan. The camera pans to a close-up of 

Evan’s face, his eyes drowsy from a long night of partying.  

“You carried me. I love you. I love you man,” Evan whispers. 

“I love you. I love you,” Seth states with growing confidence. 

“I’m not even embarrassed to say it. I just love you,” Seth firmly declares. 

“I’m not embarrassed. I love you. Why don’t we say that every day? Why can’t 

we say it more often,” Evan asks groggily. 

“I want the world to know. It’s the most beautiful thing in the world,” Evan says 

assertively. 

Seth playfully pokes Evan’s nose before embracing Evan in a hug and whispering 

one final “I love you” in his ear (Apatow, Robertson & Motolla, 2007). 

This private intimate moment between the two characters in the 2007 American 

comedy film Superbad demonstrates a depth to the characters’ friendship that was 

previously veiled from the audience beneath a focus on partying, alcohol, and the pursuit 

of heterosexual sex.  This “I love you” scene is not unique to Superbad but exists in a 

number of different films like 21 & Ove r(2013), College (2008), and Project X (2012). 

Though these films focus almost exclusively on a hedonistic pursuit of heterosexual sex 
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and alcohol consumption, they do occasionally offer a peek into the censored world of 

male friendship and the perceived inhibition associated with male emotional bonding, 

thus addressing the notion that some men suppress these expressions to comply with a 

more “ideal” form of American masculinity. 

Between the 1970’s and 1990’s, many American films emerged that explored the 

hedonistic privileges of the white male emerging adult population (Speed, 2010). 

Emerging adulthood has previously been defined as the age range between 18 and 25 

(Nelson & Barry, 2005). Since the 1990’s, another similar, yet distinct, genre of “dude-

flicks” appeared that focused on friendships between white, middle-class, middle-aged 

men (Alilunas, 2009). A more contemporary version of “vulgar teen movies” focused on 

emerging male adulthood rather than the established adulthood found in dude flicks later 

emerged in the 2000s. I have personally labeled these films “bro-films” for the purpose of 

this study. Bro-films combine the hedonistic pursuits found in vulgar teen movies with 

the friendship narratives found in dude flicks. The specific use of the term “bro-films” is 

derived from the cultural slang term “bro,” which has been defined by a pop culture 

website as: 

A man who lives only to consume and impress, someone who wants to leave his 

mark on everything, not just the women whose tits he jizzes all over and the 

gutters that he vomits into after one too many craft beers, but on everything at 

every moment. He is loud and aggressive, not because he actually has something 

to say but because he wants to steal that moment—and your attention—for 

himself (Moylan, 2014).  

The performance of a stereotypically-aggressive and dominant form of 

masculinity can be used by white heterosexual males to reassert their elite status in 

society (Kimmel, 2004). Societal control held by the dominant “in-group” of 
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heterosexual, white, middle-class American males over women and subversive masculine 

groups is referred to by gender studies expert Connell (2005) as “hegemonic 

masculinity.” Hegemonic masculinity causes many American men to live in constant fear 

that they will someday be emasculated despite the elite status bestowed on this specific 

category of men (Kimmel, 2004). Such a fear can produce an overactive “performance” 

of masculinity through which men must constantly prove to one another that they are 

worthy of the title of “man” (Kimmel, 2004). 

Hegemonic masculinity as an ideology can be understood through Roland 

Barthes’ concept of “myth.”  Chandler (2000) explains, “For Barthes, myths serve the 

ideological function of naturalization. Their function is to naturalize the cultural – in 

other words to make dominant cultural and historical values, attitudes and beliefs seem 

entirely ‘natural,’ ‘normal,’ self-evident, timeless obvious ‘common-sense’ – and thus 

objective and ‘true’ reflections of the way things are” (p. 94). The myth of hegemonic 

masculinity thus naturalizes the privileges associated with a specific intersection of 

whiteness, maleness, middle-class status, and heterosexuality (Hatfield, 2010). 

This study identified how American bro-films use visual and verbal cues to 

reaffirm the boundaries of “ideal” masculinity as defined by the myth of hegemonic 

masculinity. As the primary researcher, I conducted a qualitative analysis of the popular 

bro-film Superbad (2007), as this film serves as a critical case example of bro-films. I 

also examined the denotation (literal interpretation) and the connotation (socio-cultural 

interpretation) of the visual and verbal elements to explore their contributions to the myth 

of hegemonic masculinity. This study offers a preferred reading of the film Superbad by 
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examining the elements of the film that are consistent with the myth of hegemonic 

masculinity. Although it is beyond the boundaries of this study to conduct an oppositional 

reading of the text, it is worth acknowledging that an oppositional interpretation of the 

film could be conducted by identifying film elements that potentially satirize the myth of 

hegemonic masculinity. 

 Popular websites as of August 2014 that target the emerging male population, 

such as www.brobible.com and www.fuse.tv, recognize the popularity and influence of 

bro-films and demonstrate the widespread acceptance of these films among the emerging 

adult male population. The mainstream media’s representation of masculinity can play an 

active role in constructing the definition of idealized masculinity for teenage boys and 

young adult men, and as these films are targeted at an impressionable emerging male 

population, they may also normalize stereotypical aspects of the transition process from 

boyhood to manhood (Ging, 2005).  

In the following section, I will first provide a full definition of masculinity in a 

historical context and will discuss the individual and societal aspects of American 

masculinity as they relate to the purpose of this study. I will then include an analysis of 

Connell’s (2005) definition of “hegemonic masculinity,” along with a discussion of the 

exhibition of hegemonic masculinity at both an individual and societal level as necessary 

for the purpose of understanding hegemonic masculinity. I then will discuss American 

masculine rites of passage in the context of this study, including two main manifestations 

- heterosexual sex and masculine competition - which are often expressed in 

environments where alcohol is being consumed. I will then examine some of the 
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stereotypical gender representations in American media and include a detailed description 

of bro-films. Finally, I will discuss the analysis and interpretation processes for 

examining the bro-film, Superbad. Thus, the following overarching research question is 

proposed: 

RQ1: How does the bro-film Superbad represent “ideal” masculinity and the process for 

achieving this ideal in Western culture? 
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CHAPTER II 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Defining Masculinity 

Development of a firm conceptualization of “masculinity” in the United States is 

problematic due to the dynamic, fluid, and socially dependent nature of the term. The 

concept of masculinity is subjected to the whims of culture, location, and historical 

context, which often leave a clear definition of masculinity vulnerable to multiple 

interpretations (Nixon, 2013). For an extensive period of time during the twentieth 

century, masculinity in Western culture was examined by scholars through the lens of 

Sigmund Freud’s psychoanalytical ideas of gender development, the first scientific 

attempt to develop a standardized definition of masculinity (Connell, 2005). 

Freud’s theories claimed that masculinity developed as a result of the Oedipus 

crisis in which a boy was faced with a decision to reject the feminine in favor of a 

masculine identification (Nixon, 2013). Included in Freud’s groundbreaking 

developments of masculinity were his theories of repression and the societal regulation of 

sexual instincts to achieve the heterosexual masculine ideal (Freud, 1910). Freud’s 

developments were pivotal in developing a basis for future academic research concerning 

how masculinity is represented in the media and how viewers are invited to identify with 

representations of masculinity as an engaged audience (Mulvey, 1975). While Freud’s 

theories were instrumental in building a foundation for examining masculinity, more 

recent scholars such as Pleck (1981) have noted the reactive nature of masculinity in a 

societal and individual context (Connell, 2005). To develop a well-rounded 
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conceptualization of masculinity, this study will move beyond Freud’s initial theories to 

explore the individual manifestations of masculinity, the modern social and cultural 

constructions of masculinity, and the representations of masculinity in the media which 

potentially reinforce stereotypical standards of “manhood.”   

Construction of masculinity for the individual begins at birth when, based on 

genitalia, a baby is assigned to either the female or male sex category (Lorber, 2004). As 

male children mature, masculinity as a gender becomes a socially-constructed identity 

that they are expected to enact (Lorber, 2004).  Previous research conducted by 

sociologist and gender studies specialist Kimmel (2004) illustrates two main components 

for individual masculine identification. The first is reminiscent of Freudian theory in that 

a boy must distance himself from his mother while simultaneously repressing any 

feminine traits within himself, ultimately resulting in a devaluation of all women in 

society (Kimmel, 2004). Masculinity can also manifest at an individual level through 

homophobia. As Kimmel (2004) states, “homophobia is the fear that other men will 

unmask us, emasculate us, reveal to us and the world that we do not measure up, that we 

are not real men” (p. 88). The fear of being identified as less than “manly” can result in 

men performing an exaggerated masculinity as a form of protection from threats of 

emasculation (Kimmel, 2004). Individuals however lack complete autonomy in this 

exaggerated performance of gender as the performance itself is bound by historical 

conditions and cultural limitations (Butler, 1988).  

At a social level, gender is a process taught and developed through human 

interactions that adhere to the socially and culturally agreed upon rules of gender 
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development (Lober, 2004). To explore these rules within the field of social psychology, 

masculinity is broken down into two foundational elements: (1) the culturally 

distinguished characteristics that differentiate men from women such as, according to 

some evaluations, sexual aggression and low levels of emotional availability and (2) the 

“normative perspectives” which represent the degree to which men adhere to the socially-

accepted performances of “manhood” (Pleck, Sonenstein, & Ku, 1993). The normative 

perspectives that historically construct a social understanding of masculinity have 

changed drastically in the last one hundred years. In the United States, during the 

twentieth century, manhood was established by a display of dominance in the home and 

workplace (Hatfield, 2010). Gender studies scholar West (2001) argues that in the 

twenty-first century, manhood is negotiated within the boundaries of leisurely activities 

like competitive sports and drinking alcohol. Gender, including masculinity, is therefore 

not inherent, but is performed in accordance with social standards in order to avoid social 

sanctions which may occur if gender is not performed correctly (Butler, 1988). As the 

social standards change, locations and tactics used to negotiate masculinity also change. 

The process of adapting to cultural changes while still maintaining the power balance of 

the elite masculine group is referred to by Connell (2005) as hegemonic masculinity. 

Hegemonic masculinity: how elite masculinity works to exert cultural 

control. The concept of cultural hegemony was developed by communist Antonio 

Gramsci as a lens to understand the power relations enacted under capitalism (Lears, 

1985). Gramsci’s definition of cultural hegemony is translated as, "the 'spontaneous' 

consent given by the great masses of the population to the general direction imposed on 
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social life by the dominant fundamental group; this consent is 'historically' caused by the 

prestige (and consequent confidence) which the dominant group enjoys because of its 

position and function in the world of production” (Gramsci, 1971, as cited by Lears, 

1985, p. 568). Hegemonic control of a population is exerted through the development of a 

media-prompted “mass culture” which is used as a tool to reinforce the ideologies of the 

dominant elite (Gottdiener, 1985). 

Sociology professor Connell (2005) expanded the general understanding of 

hegemony to include an exploration of power relations among the genders. Her concept, 

labeled “hegemonic masculinity,” explores the dominance of an exclusive version of 

masculinity and the subsequent subordination of women and non-masculine men (Hanke, 

1990).  Within the boundaries of hegemonic masculinity, power is understood to be 

limited to a specific type of man; however, the prevalence of hegemonic masculinity in 

society requires both an acquiescence from males to comply with the standards of 

masculinity and a passive acceptance of the “status quo” among women and subsidiary 

male groups to maintain the system of power (Connell & Messerschmidt, 2005). Both 

men and women are taught that the pain of maintaining the “status quo” is an inevitable 

and necessary sacrifice for the moral growth of society (Sabo, 2004).  Through this 

process, hegemonic masculinity is normalized and standardized among society. 

For one standard of masculinity to be dominant, other groups, including women 

and homosexuals must be subordinate. Demetriou (2001) distinguishes between the 

subordination of women and “lesser” men as “external hegemony” and “internal 

hegemony.” While external hegemony refers exclusively to the cultural dominance of 
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men over women, internal hegemony most often refers to the cultural dominance of 

heterosexual men over homosexual men (Demetriou, 2001). This establishment of power 

does not occur in a vacuum but is a social process that occurs as certain men move into 

positions of power subsequently separating themselves from those without power. The 

dominant power group is not distinguished solely based on gender and sexuality but is 

often restricted according to multiple characteristics including socio-economic status, 

power, and race (Hatfield, 2010). 

On an individual level, men operating within the boundaries of hegemonic 

masculinity are encouraged to use their bodies to prove their masculinity through sex and 

competition (Connell, 2005). Many of Connell’s (2005) interviews with men concerning 

their ascent into manhood centered on the retelling of heterosexual encounters. 

Demetriou (2001) similarly notes that the selection of a heterosexual object-choice is a 

crucial factor in the reification of the dominant patriarchal system. Through this process, 

men gather and exchange women like currency in an attempt to prove their virility to one 

another (Kimmel, 2004). In an interview with Kimmel (2004) one man stated, “I love 

where these stuck-up college bitches are like drunk and finally just give head to like 20 

guys and get fucked by the whole football team and all” (p. 182). Another man stated, 

“Like I just know what will happen. They’ll all be high-fiving me and shit. And Kristy? 

Uh, well, she’ll probably ask me not to tell anyone, you know, to protect her reputation 

and all. But, like, yeah, right. I’m still gonna tell my boys” (Kimmel, 2004, p. 206). The 

sexuality of women, within the boundaries of hegemonic masculinity, is understood only 

through the lens of male pleasure (Pharr, 2004). Women who step outside these 
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boundaries to participate in homosexual behaviors are viewed as threats to the patriarchal 

establishment (Pharr, 2004). Among peer groups, men establish internal hegemony 

through competitive activities and “masculine” aggression. As stated in Connell (2005), 

“The institutional organization of sport embeds definite social relations: competition and 

hierarchy among men, exclusion or domination of women” (p. 54). Through displays of 

physical prowess, athletic men exert dominance over “weaker” men, establishing an 

internal hierarchy.   

In the U.S., multiple tactics are employed at a societal level to ensure the 

dominance of the patriarchal order (Johnson, 2004). To maintain the power structure 

within the patriarchy, other groups including women, homosexuals, and ethnic minorities, 

must endure an institutionally enforced secondary status (Johnson, 2004). The oppression 

of women as the subordinate gender, for example, is realized in the United States’ court 

system through victim blaming and light sentencing in cases of sexual harassment or rape 

(Frye, 2004). Violence against women, similarly, is a constant threat which is reinforced 

through the media’s sexual exploitation of women and references to women as “bitches” 

or “sluts” (Pharr, 2004).  In the United States media, black men are often limited to the 

role of sports star or rap artist (Connell, 2005). Gay men are also subordinated through 

U.S. institutions. Political science scholar Pharr (2004) argues, “Heterosexism is the 

systemic display of homophobia in the institutions of society” (p. 182). The underlying 

premise of heterosexism is the assertion that heterosexual power is the societal norm. The 

next section will discuss how masculine rites of passage are used to maintain the 
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boundaries of white, heterosexual, American masculinity. Thus, two additional research 

questions are proposed: 

RQ2: How does the bro-film Superbad represent “ideal” masculinity through interactions 

with female peers? 

RQ3: How does the bro-film Superbad represent “ideal” masculinity through interaction 

with ethnic others? 

Rites of passage: the cycle of proving manhood to one’s peers. The ritualistic 

passage into “manhood” is not a one-time event, but a constant cycle of testing and 

proving one’s manhood among male peers (Kimmel, 2005). As with most exclusive and 

powerful groups, the elite status of idealized masculinity is not inherent but must be 

constantly tested and deemed worthy by other members of the elite status group (Connell, 

2005). Van Gennep (1966) labels this process of transformation from adolescence to 

adulthood as a “rite of passage.” Among many diverse cultures, rites of passage solidify a 

boy’s manhood and carry the weight of the acknowledgment and approval of a male’s 

peers (Raphael, 1988). In modern American culture, the status of adulthood is legally 

achieved at the age of eighteen. Among the vast array of American cultures, milestones 

like going to college, getting a job, or getting married may also be considered acceptable 

standards for reaching adulthood.  

The United States maintains many gender-neutral standards for achieving 

adulthood, yet modern, white, American culture lacks a specific standardized ritual for 

achieving a manhood that is recognized and ritualized by male peers (Raphael, 1988). 

This missing, male-sanctioned ritual is recognized as a crucial element of the ritualistic 
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passage into manhood among many other cultures worldwide because “the ceremony 

ensures conformity by involving the candidate in an intense co-operation with men in the 

symbolic process” (Young, as cited by Raphael, 1988, p. II).  Some American men resort 

to alternative tactics to negotiate masculinity among male peers in the absence of a 

formal, male-centered initiation process (Crawford & Novak, 2006). Alcohol 

consumption is used as a tool in Western culture to assist men in their negotiation of a 

masculine identity (Dempster, 2011; De Visser & Smith, 2007; West, 2001). 

In the United States, the social performance of masculinity during leisure 

activities is a frequent practice among emerging male populations who are attempting to 

transition from boyhood to manhood but are not yet in a position to demonstrate power in 

the workplace or as the head of a household (Kimmel, 2008). These leisure activities 

often include sports, drinking alcohol, sexual activities, and bonding over jokes or 

mockery (West, 2001). Multiple studies confirm the role of alcohol in the development of 

a masculine identity (De Visser & Smith, 2007; Dempster, 2011). West (2001) conducted 

a series of interviews with male members of American college fraternities and the U.S. 

Navy and found that negotiations for male dominance and “manhood” are linked to 

alcohol consumption. Alcohol consumption is an activity through which men bond, 

negotiate their masculine identities, and display hyper-masculine behaviors such as 

competition through fighting and permissive sexual behaviors (West, 2001). In one 

interview, West (2001) quoted a man who stated, “I think a lot of guys like to impress the 

girls just by drinking and kind of like a macho image with the guy asking, ‘yeah, come on 

and drink some beer’” (p. 386). Alcohol consumption is therefore used as a tool to assist 
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in completing the two main tasks of “manhood”: heterosexual sex and masculine 

competition (West, 2001).  

When certain men adhere to the heavily-stereotyped task of proving manhood to 

one another through the performance of heterosexual sex acts, women are relegated to the 

role of sexual objects. Previous research identified participation in heterosexual sex as a 

necessity for achieving a masculine identity (Kimmel, 2008; Raphael, 1988; Connell, 

2005).  In an attempt to understand the development of idealized masculine identities 

through heterosexual sex, Raphael (1988) interviewed multiple men and found, “sexual 

prowess was reported as a form of masculine achievement which, however intimate, still 

awaited social recognition” (p. 70). American masculinity thus often involves an 

assertive heterosexuality which is freely shared and requires the confirmation of a man’s 

peers. Once a boy reaches puberty, the full weight of society’s expectations that he 

conform to the standards of heterosexuality and prepare for marriage become evident 

(Pharr, 2004).  

Previous research indicates that men often associate their first heterosexual sex 

act as the point they became a man (Raphael, 1988; Connell, 2005). Interviews conducted 

by Raphael (1988) and Kimmel (2008) found, however, that the act of heterosexual sex 

was not enough to constitute manhood, but that it must be communicated and 

acknowledged by a man’s peers to garner acceptance. In an interview with Raphael 

(1988), one man stated, “I can remember keeping count; it was an important thing at that 

time. Guys say, ‘how many times have you done it?’ You say, ‘three’ or whatever…I 

always thought I’d keep count all my life; that was part of what being a man was all 
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about’” (p. 75). The true ritualization of heterosexual sex as a masculine rite of passage 

lies not in the sex act, but in the portrayal of the sex act, which must be approved by male 

peers. 

The ability to exert dominance through competition is a necessary function for 

achieving “manhood” because it solidifies a man’s “right to rule” (Connell, 2005). 

Competition among men is used to establish an internal hierarchy within the patriarchal 

order (Connell, 2005). Competition, while often performed physically through sports, can 

also include competitive binge drinking and even sexual competition (West, 2001). 

Alcohol consumption can serve to reduce inhibitions and fosters an environment where 

competition between men is relished (West, 2001). Drinking games often provide the 

boundaries through which competitive alcohol consumption is used to negotiate 

masculine dominance (West, 2001). The link between alcohol use, masculine 

competition, and the pursuit of heterosexual sex is often normalized through media 

representations of masculinity (West, 2001). 

Alcohol consumption not only provides an acceptable environment for men to 

enact physical closeness through aggression and competition, but is also often used as a 

tool for men to express deep emotional bonds or “brotherhood” (West, 2001).  Drinking 

with male friends also affords men an opportunity to express homosocial love which they 

might not feel comfortable expressing when sober (West, 2001). The next section will 

discuss the necessity of examining film representations of masculinity, particularly as 

they pertain to the performance of heterosexual sex and competition among emerging 

male populations.  Thus, the final research question is proposed: 
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RQ4: How does the bro-film Superbad represent “ideal” masculinity through interactions 

among male peers? 

Film as Representations of Masculinity in Transition 

Hegemonic masculinity infiltrates the United States media not only through male-

dominated control of the film industry but also through the stereotypical representations 

of gender produced by the film industry (Johnson, 2004). American film institutions are 

most often owned and creatively controlled by men (Marable, 2004). This male-

identified, male-centered system of representation can result in a devalued representation 

of women in which a woman’s value is connected to the worthiness granted to her by a 

man’s evaluation of her beauty and sexuality (Johnson, 2004). Gender representations in 

the media are thus often negotiated through power relations which emphasize the 

dominance of certain types of men and the subsequent subordination of women and 

subversive male types (Nixon, 2013). Feminist scholar Miller (2004) states: 

A dominant group inevitably has the greatest influence in determining a culture’s 

overall outlook – its philosophy, morality, social theory, and even its science. The 

dominant group thus legitimizes the unequal relationship and incorporates it into 

society’s guiding concepts. The social outlook, then, obscures the true nature of 

this relationship – that is, the very existence of inequality (p. 113). 

Cultural control by the dominant masculine elite is aptly demonstrated by feminist 

film theorist Mulvey’s (1975) piece on visual narrative, in which she argues that films 

provide two forms of pleasure for the viewing audience: the pleasure associated with 

looking at others on the screen (scopophilia) and the narcissistic pleasure of 

identification. Mulvey (1975) identified the fact that most movies are structured from a 

male perspective. Audience members form points of identification with the male 
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characters on screen while simultaneously experiencing the pleasure of viewing 

sexualized female characters. Alison Bechdel more recently identified unequal gender 

representations in film through a popular culture indicator called the Bechdel test 

(Kessler, 2008). For a film to pass the “test,” two named female characters must speak to 

each other about something other than a man (Kessler, 2008). The test found that a large 

amount of American films did not pass the requirements (Kessler, 2008). This 

emphasizes the idea that, within a patriarchy, the heterosexual male experience is 

synonymous with the human experience (Johnson, 2004). 

The inequality in control among the American film industry can produce sexist 

gender stereotypes in the media (Marable, 2004). Masculine representations in film, for 

example, are often broken down into a range of types including warriors, soldiers, and 

“men in crisis” (Baker, 2006). Male film characters are often restricted in their 

representations of masculinity based on what version of masculinity is acceptable within 

the genre of the text. Male characters in comedic media, for example, are usually less 

physically aggressive than male characters in an action genre (Glascock, 2001). As 

Demetriou (2001) explains, inequality is not limited to the external relationship between 

genders, but can also exist among different male groups. The dominant masculine group 

often polices the guidelines of “manhood” and establishes a “lesser” masculinity through 

internal hegemony (Demtriou, 2011). Stereotypical gender representations in films serve 

to reinstate the hegemonic masculinity of the patriarchal system by reaffirming gender 

stereotypes and increasing the tendency for males to enact dominance through socially 

aggressive behaviors (Behm-Morawitz & Mastro, 2008). 
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Between the 1970s and 1990s, a hedonistic representation of white, heterosexual, 

emerging adult masculinity was explored through a genre of “vulgar teen movies” 

(Speed, 2010). Vulgar teen movies focused on the hedonistic privileges of the emerging 

white male population and included movies like Porky’s (1982), a film detailing the 

events of emerging males’ experiences in a brothel, and Animal House (1978), which 

narrates the sexual pursuits of a group of college fraternity men (Speed, 2010). An 

analysis of these films conducted by Speed (2010) explored the political and social 

environments which fostered the success of the vulgar teen film genre. The analysis 

found that the gratuitous vulgarity represented in many of the films was reflective of 

American youth’s attempts to challenge the political order (Speed, 2010). 

Masculinity was once again reinterpreted in the 1990’s in the emerging genre of 

“dude flicks” which depicted the insecurities and relational bonds between white, middle-

class, middle-aged, American men (Alilunas, 2008). The analysis, conducted by media 

studies scholar Alilunas (2008), recognized a recent shift in the depiction of masculinity 

away from heroic and aggressive masculinity towards a discussion of the middle-aged 

male psyche including men’s goals and emotional traumas (Alilunas, 2008). This shift in 

representations of masculinity has been depicted in movies like Dodgeball (2004), a film 

about a group of middle-aged men fighting to save their gym, and Old School (2003), 

which tells the story of adult male friends desperate to relive their college years 

(Alilunas, 2008). 

This study seeks to expand upon previous research by examining the genre of bro-

films, which focus specifically on the ritualistic passage of American white emerging 
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males. This study will specifically examine Superbad (2007) as a critical case example of 

bro-films. Bro-films combine many of the hedonistic elements found in vulgar teen 

movies with the male bonding narratives found in dude flicks. Bro-films, however, differ 

from the other two categories of film in that they have been released in movie theatres 

between 2007 and 2013 and focus exclusively on emerging masculinity. 

 For the purpose of this study, the bro-film genre will be identified based on four 

of the genre characteristics listed in Gocsik et al. (2013), including consistent character 

types, setting, presentation/iconic imagery, and themes. For a movie to be classified in 

the bro-film genre, the main character types must consist of three male friends. These 

male characters are usually white, and are generally divided into categories including the 

“nerd”, the “jerk”, and the “nice guy.” The setting for the bro-film genre includes high 

school or college campuses and a designated party setting (usually someone’s house). 

The presentation and typical images associated with bro-films border on the pornographic 

and include abundant images of nude women, depictions of alcohol consumption, and 

comedic pacing. The themes often involve a celebration of some marked event (either a 

birthday or a transition to college), competition, the pursuit of heterosexual sex, alcohol 

consumption, and friendship among the male characters. 
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CHAPTER III 

METHOD 

A qualitative textual analysis of the film Superbad  (2007) was conducted to 

identify how “ideal” masculinity is represented, using the lens of hegemonic masculinity. 

The study observed how the primary male characters interact verbally and non-verbally 

with each other, with other male characters, with female characters, and with ethnic 

others. 

Interpretation and Analysis 

As the researcher, I began the analysis by watching the Superbad film in its 

entirety. I then broadly identified key themes concerning the representation of ideal 

masculinity. I then created an excel chart in which I listed the verbal and visual elements 

of each individual scene in the film and the related denotations and connotations of these 

elements as related to my research questions. A scene is defined as any change in time or 

place for the purpose of this study. According to Barthes, denotation is the 

representational and more obvious interpretation of the sign whereas connotation refers to 

the cultural associations of the sign (Chandler, 2000). Denotations and connotations 

contribute to the power of dominant cultural ideologies or “myths” (Chandler, 2000). I 

then examined how these elements reaffirmed the “myth” of hegemonic masculinity 

particularly as it relates to interactions between male peers, interactions between males 

and female peers, and interactions between males and ethnic others (see Table 1). 
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Table 1 Introduction to Seth and Evan 

About the Author 

I am a 27-year-old female graduate student in the College of Media and 

Communication at Texas Tech University. I recognize that my status as a white American 

female creates biases that may influence my interpretation. I was mindful of these 

potential biases when conducting my analysis and took copious notes concerning the 

Visual Verbal Denotation Conotation Myth

Scene 1(1:26 - 

1:43)

Open with a frontal view of an old beat up red car driving down a street during the day. Young, 

overweight, white man in a blue shirt with puffy curly hair is in the drivers seat and is the only 

person in the car. He picks up his cell phone and dials Music playing (70's song Too Hot to Stop by the Bar-Kays)

Young man driving 

and making a phone 

call

The music and the car 

are older but the use 

of a cell phone tells 

the audience that this 

is a more modern time 

period. 

Scene 2 (1:44 - 

1:50)

Young white man with a slender build is standing in his kitchen eating a bowl of cereal and reading 

a book. The kitchen décor looks like it is from the seventies. Young man reaches into his pocket 

and pulls his cell phone out to look at it. He then flips the phone open and speaks into it. 

Sound of a cell phone vibrating. Young man answers the phone saying "Yoo." We hear 

the conversation on the other end of the phone "Hey man."

Young man answers 

a phone call.

The informal dialogue 

implies the men are 

young and have a 

friendship.

Scene 3 (1:51 - 

1:56)

Camera looks at the young man in the blue shirt driving the beat up car through the driver side 

window. The houses he passes as he is driving are well kept middle-class houses.

I was doing some research for next year and I think I figured out which website I want to 

subscribe to: The vag-tastic voyage. 

The two men are 

discussing porn 

subscriptions

The men are 

comfortable enough 

with each other that 

they can discuss porn 

viewing habits in 

casual conversations

heterosexual sex 

as a tool for 

displaying 

masculinity. Peer 

approval of 

heterosexuality

Scene 4 (1:57 - 

2:03)

We are back at the kitchen with the young man eating cereal. He has his cell phone pinned 

between his ear and his shoulder and holds the bowl of cereal as he talks. He begins to walk 

towards the sink and begins cleaning his bowl. 

Evan: "Which one is the vagtastic voyage?"  Seth: "The vagtastic voyage is the one 

where they find like random girls in the street and they invite them into a van

Young men 

discussing 

pornopgraphy 

Lack of shame in 

pornography viewing 

habits All men watch porn

Scene 5 (2:04 - 

2:16)

Camera shows a close up of Seth driving the car and talking on the phone. Camera pans to a side 

view of Seth still driving the car and talking on the phone. 

Seth: "And then they bang them once they are on the van." Discussion of porn stated 

casually. This could be a discussion about anything. No excitement just exchange of 

information. Seth explains that the pornsite membership is 13 bucks a month and 

includes access to other websites like Latina, Asian, Fetish sites like "feet and peepee 

and shit and stuff like that"

Young men 

discussing 

pornopgraphy

The informative, 

emotionally removed 

voice with which Seth 

discusses the 

membership connotes 

an exchange of goods 

and services. This is a 

logical purchasing 

decision.

All men watch 

porn.

Scene 6 (2:17 - 

2:20)

Camera brings us back to Evan's house. On the kitchen counter a cereal box, milk gallon, and 

backpack are clearly visible on the bottom right of the screen. Evan walks around the kitchen 

counter. Evan: "That's disgusting your like an animal."

Young man getting 

ready in the morning

Visual: The cereal 

box, backpack, and 

milk connote 

childhood and 

innocence. Verbal: 

This stands in stark 

contrast to the 

pornography 

discussion the men 

are having on the 

phone. Loss of 

childhood innocence. 

Sexual awakening. 

Males who are 

moving out of 

adolesnce 

establish their 

heterosexual 

desires through 

pornography 

viewing and 

discussion of 

sexuality with 

peers. 

Scene 7 (2:21 - 

2:25) Camera bring us back to Seth in the car talking on the phone

Seth: "You’re the weird one man. Don't make me feel weird because I like porn. You're 

the weird one for not liking porn. I'm normal as shit."

Seth is defending his 

porn habits

Seth is defensive that 

his sexuality might 

not be perceived as 

normal. Protects 

himself by attacking 

Evan's lack of normal 

sexual behavior.

Men get defensive 

when their sexual 

behaviors are 

questioned. Men 

think there is a 

right and a wrong 

way to express 

sexuality.
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visual, verbal, denotative, and connotative elements of the film to circumvent any 

potential bias. 

Sampling Strategy and Data Collection 

This study is interested in examining bro-films produced between 2007 and 2013, 

as these films were largely targeted to adolescent and adult men in the United States and 

have been identified as influential films by websites targeted at the emerging male 

population (Thomas, 2013). From 2007 to 2013, five, R-rated, bro-films were released in 

American movie theatres. These films included Superbad (2007), College (2008), Project 

X (2012), The Inbetweeners (2011), and 21 & Over (2013). Superbad (2007) was 

released in 3,069 theatres and made $121,463,226 domestically, College (2008) was 

released in 2,124 theatres and made $,694,636 domestically, Project X (2012) was 

released in 3,055 theatres and made $54,731,865 domestically, The Inbetweeners (2011) 

was released in 10 theatres and made $35,955 domestically, 21 & Over (2013) was 

released in 2,771 theatres and made $25,682,380 domestically (“Box Office Mojo,” 

2014). Out of these movies, this study will analyze Superbad (2007), because it was the 

highest grossing movie with the largest theatre audience, and was listed by www.fuse.tv 

among the top ten greatest house party movies of all time (“10 Craziest,” 2013). 
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CHAPTER IV 

FINDINGS 

Putting on the Man Suit: Representations of Masculine Peers and Their Interactions 

With Each Other.  

To answer the first half of RQ1 which asks how Superbad represents “ideal” 

masculinity, this study analyzed Seth, Evan, and Fogell, who are the most prominent 

male characters in the film. The three characters are occasionally depicted together as a 

cohesive group, but each character operates autonomously and is motivated by different 

needs. When the three characters are on screen together each member contributes a 

specific type of masculinity to the group. Through dialogue and action the characters 

negotiate their masculinity with one another and, at times, establish clear hierarchies 

within the group. The incredibly restricted representations depicted by the three male 

characters are reminiscent of Freud’s concepts of id, ego and superego. The boundaries of 

each main male character are established early in the film and remain consistent. Freud 

(1950) explains, “The ego represents what we call reason and sanity, in contrast to the id 

which contains the passions” (p. 30). The superego however, represents a structural 

relationship providing an opposing tension to the id (Freud, 1910). Each male adheres to 

his ordained representation of the male psyche and is given little room to change or 

develop as the movie progresses. Seth as the id, Evan as the ego, and Fogell as the 

superego will be further examined to answer RQ1 by exploring how each male character 

represents a specific role within the male psyche. 
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Seth as id.  Seth’s role as the id is established early in the film through his 

unwavering sexual focus in the opening scene of Superbad. This is demonstrated as Seth 

calmly explains his knowledge of pornography to Evan. 

Seth: “The vag-tastic voyage is the one where they find random girls on the street 

and they invite them into a van and then they bang them once they’re on the van. 

It’s like thirteen bucks a month and you get access to a bunch of other sites, like 

one’s Latina, one’s Asian, there’s one for fetishes like feet and pee pee and shit 

and stuff like that” (Apatow et al., 2007). 

Seth’s emotionally neutral voice establishes the normalcy of his porn viewing 

habits. Seth considers this a logical and natural exchange of goods and services. 

The audience is exposed visually to Seth in the opening scene of Superbad as an 

overweight, sloppy, white male seen driving an old rusty brown car. Seth is visually more 

expressive than the other two male characters and often uses his body to communicate his 

intentions, such as gesturing grandly and frantically with his hands as he talks. Seth also 

uses his body to communicate his sexual intentions to his male peers. This is 

demonstrated in scene 22 when Seth is paired with a pretty white female partner, Jules, in 

home economics class. Seth looks at his friend Evan to make sure Evan is watching as he 

begins to pantomime sexually explicit gestures behind Jules. 

 Seth also uses his body to communicate anger and aggression. Seth’s first 

aggressive act occurs in scene 13 as Seth slaps Evan’s hand away from his car radio. In 

scene 36, Seth aggressively lunges towards Fogell. Seth’s aggressive actions increase in 

intensity as the movie progresses. In scene 42, Seth pokes Fogell in the chest, grabs 
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Fogell’s face, and finally pushes Fogell. Seth’s final aggressive action occurs in scene 73 

when Seth pushes Evan twice using both hands. Seth’s aggressive actions are expressed 

in public either outside or in school; however, Seth also uses his body to nonverbally 

communicate his feelings of love and friendship for Evan in private. In scene 98, Seth 

playfully taps Evan’s nose and then reaches out to embrace Evan in a hug demonstrating 

his propensity for expressive nonverbal communication. Seth’s decision to use tender 

gestures only when drunkenly uninhibited and in private are consistent with the notion 

that some men perceive “ideal” masculinity as a public performance of aggressive and 

competitive behaviors.   

 Seth’s verbal communication is also the least censored among the group of three 

men. Seth is loud and frequently uses expletives and sexually explicit language. Seth also 

uses dialogue to communicate his sexual appetites and his aggression. For example, he 

uses the word “fuck” more consistently than the other two characters in the film. Seth’s 

insults are often derogatory expressions against women or homosexual men and include 

phrases like “you pussy,” “don’t be such a vagine,” and, “they should be sucking on my 

ball sack” (Apatow et al., 2007).  Out of the six main female and male characters, Seth 

verbally communicates aggression most frequently towards both Fogell and Becca, 

Evan’s love interest. Seth often calls Fogell, “Fagell” and tells Evan that Becca “looks 

like a good fucker” (Apatow et al., 2007). Seth’s nonverbal and verbal motivations are 

rooted in his unbridled sexuality and his thinly masked aggression. This demonstrates 

Seth’s representation of a type of masculinity most consistent with Freud’s notions of the 

id.  
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Evan as ego.  Evan’s role as the ego is demonstrated multiple times throughout 

the movie as Evan enacts a type of “repression” of Seth’s unbridled character that is 

consistent with Freud’s notions of the ego’s repression of pleasure. This repression 

occurs as Evan continually tries to censor Seth and even removes himself from Seth in 

multiple scenes. 

 Evan is the second character introduced in the movie Superbad. He is white, thin, 

and well-groomed yet distinctly average in his appearance. He is not stereotypically 

handsome, but nor is he unattractive. His lack of unique visual distinction make him an 

“everyman” who could easily represent anybody and everybody (with the caveat that they 

are white and male). Throughout the movie, Evan wears simple brown corduroy pants 

and brown or green shirts that are reminiscent of the 70’s. Evan’s clothing obscures the 

time period in which Evan lives, making it possible to interpret him as any white man 

from almost any recent generation. Evan uses his hands minimally to gesture as he talks, 

thus preventing him from taking up as much space on screen as Seth. Evan’s facial 

expressions are subtle, and he rarely smiles. His lack of animated-facial expressions 

draws attention to the pained look on his face during scene 87 when Becca attempts to 

have sex with him. Evan is visually ordinary and unexpressive, providing room for the 

audience to project their own thoughts and emotions onto the character. 

Evan is usually the ‘voice of reason’ in the movie and attempts to prevent Seth’s 

impulsive decisions. Evan says things like, “let’s not do anything hasty” and “let’s just 

calm down” as a counter to Seth’s aggressive and imprudent behavior (Apatow et al., 

2007). Evan’s regulation of Seth’s impulses further justifies his part as the ego. His 
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ability to present socially refined ideas and expressions as well as his subsequent 

rejection of crude and aggressive language solidifies his role as the relatable ego 

character. Evan is soft spoken and rarely raises his voice in aggression. This is 

demonstrated by the fact that he tends to use the term “having sex” instead of “fucking” 

and uses significantly fewer expletives in his language than Seth. Evan also 

communicates more selective sexual preferences than Seth and demonstrates a respect for 

women that is not exemplified in Seth’s id representation. In scene 59, for example, Seth 

asks Evan why Evan has never tried to have sex with Becca. Evan responds, “Because I 

respect her, Seth. I'm not going to put that kind of unfair pressure on her.” Evan later 

toasts to “respecting women” in scene 84 (Apatow et al., 2007).  

Fogell as superego.  Fogell is representative of the superego because he stands as 

a source of tension opposing Seth as id. Evan as the ego often mediates between the two 

opposing natures of Seth as id and Fogell as Superego. Fogell’s adoption of the McLovin 

identity further solidifies his role as the superego. McLovin is an extreme extension of 

Fogell in that he is a 25-year-old Hawaiian organ donor.   

Although Fogell is not a stereotypical representation of masculine beauty and 

prowess, he is the only member of the male group that actually has sex, solidifying his 

role as the superego and demonstrating that an “ideal” male is one who “gets laid.” Fogell 

is not introduced to the audience until 14 minutes into the movie, which establishes his 

subversive role in the friendship between the three men. Fogell’s subordinate role in the 

friendship is highlighted by the fact that he is not on screen with the other two male 

characters for the majority of the movie. Fogell is skinny, white, and wears glasses 
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throughout the film, except in scene 94 when he is having sex with Nicola. Fogell is 

stereotypically ‘nerdy’ and his movements are occasionally spastic and childlike. Fogell 

is the least physically developed of the three characters but increases his representation of 

masculine physicality by holding and eventually shooting guns. The visual potency of 

Fogell’s masculinity is also intensified in scene 47 when Fogell gets punched in the face 

by a male liquor store robber, which leaves a red gash on his face for the rest of the film 

and represents the mark of masculine aggression on the face of a non-aggressive 

character.  

Fogell’s voice is expressive of his emotions and often becomes very high when he 

is nervous or scared, but lowers when he tries to appear older. Fogell does not instigate 

aggressive dialogue with Seth, but will insult Seth when provoked. Fogell’s lack of 

aggression is emphasized by the fact that he lets out a high pitched squeal when he is 

attacked. Fogell often speaks quickly and logically emphasizing his intellect. Fogell does 

not have substantial one-on-one dialogue with either Evan or Seth in the movie, which 

separates his character’s plot from that of the other two. Fogell is instead seen with two 

white male officers whose level of authority and power could also categorize them as 

hyper-masculine superego characters. 

Though these representations of masculinity deviate from “heroic” standards of 

masculinity, they are similar to “dude-flicks” in that they generalize masculinity based on 

stereotypical categories associated with the male psyche. Looked at from this point of 

view, the boundaries of each characters’ actions, dialogue, and interactions with other 

characters are still incredibly limited representations of “acceptable” masculinity. These 
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representations of the male psyche also participate predictably in enforcing the levels of 

internal hegemony. 

Internal hegemony: Establishing a hierarchy between the three peers. Despite 

the fact that the three male characters are not stereotypical representations of masculine 

beauty, their physical characteristics do function to establish an internal hierarchy. Fogell 

is scrawny, weak, and undeveloped, making him the least visually “masculine” character. 

Seth is physically more developed than Fogell, but his weight and lack of physical 

attractiveness make him a poor specimen of masculine physical prowess. Evan, while 

physically unremarkable, is not unattractive and possesses a standard masculine body 

type. The initial internal hierarchy, as determined through the characters’ physical 

characteristics, is thus established as Evan, Seth, and then Fogell. 

The internal hierarchy is further solidified through the interactions between the 

three males. Seth, for example, continually reaffirms his position over Fogell through 

displays of physical violence and verbal aggression. Seth constantly tries to represent 

what he perceives to be a dominant form of masculinity by using language that demeans 

women and homosexual men such as ‘pussy’ and ‘fag.’ Despite Seth’s efforts to exert 

himself as the alpha male of the group, his attempts appear to be a thinly veiled façade of 

masculinity which serve to constantly promote Evan as the most “sincere” version of 

masculinity. 

 Seth and Evan attempt to negotiate a hierarchy through sexual preferences as 

demonstrated in the following dialogue: 

Evan: “That’s disgusting. You’re like an animal.” 
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Seth: “What? I’m disgusting? You’re the weird one man. Don’t make me feel 

weird because I like porn. You’re the weird one for not liking porn. I’m normal as 

shit.  

Evan: “Peeing on people, that’s normal?” 

Seth: “Evan, I’m not saying I’m going to look at it. I’m just saying it comes with 

the site. I don’t know what I’m going to be into ten years from now” (Apatow et 

al., 2007).  

The internal hierarchy is also established through the discussion of sexual 

experience. In scene 16, for example, Evan and Seth discuss the amount of hand jobs and 

blow jobs Seth has received. Similarly, when Fogell is first introduced in scene 24, he 

excitedly tells Evan that he saw Nicola’s thong. Evan asserts his dominant position as he 

later tells Seth that he offered to buy Becca alcohol. Seth affirms Evan’s actions by 

telling Evan that what he did with Becca was ‘pimp.’ Each main male character brags 

about his sexual experience, reaffirming the idea that male peers must garner praise for 

their sexual conquests to establish their status within the internal hierarchy. The specific 

interactions between the three characters further serve to reflect the established hierarchy.  

Interactions Between All Three Characters 

Scene 21 is crucial in understanding how Superbad represents the process of 

achieving “ideal” masculinity because it provides insight into how the three male 

characters used to interact before embarking on the journey to achieve manhood. When 

Evan describes his “typical” weekend night to Becca in scene 21, it is the only time we 

see the three characters interact together in a way that doesn’t serve to move the 
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characters forward to achieve the goals of getting alcohol and having heterosexual sex. 

This scene is therefore indicative of what guy friends “normally” do together during 

leisure time. 

The first image seen during Evan’s narration to Becca is a close-up shot of 

pornography on a computer screen. The camera pulls back and reveals that the three 

friends are watching the pornography together. The next image shows the three friends 

‘shot-gunning’ three beers together. The final image shows the three characters trying to 

get into a nude club, but being thrown out. Pornography and drinking are thus the 

established leisure activities of the three male friends. 

Interactions between Evan and Seth.  The relationship between Seth and Evan 

is the crux of the movie. Their relationship unveils the often hidden insecurities and 

emotions associated with male friendship and serves to emphasize the necessity of 

establishing a heterosexual identity. Seth and Evan are therefore seen on screen together 

more frequently than any other combination of characters. The physical contact between 

the two characters is a visual indicator of the changing emotions of the relationship. In 

the beginning of the movie, Seth playfully slaps Evan’s hand away from his car radio. As 

Seth and Evan begin to experience tension in their relationship, Seth’s actions become 

physically aggressive as he pushes Evan twice. The reconciliation between the two 

friends occurs in scene 98 as Seth embraces Evan. This intimate moment between the two 

characters is however actively repressed in the last scene of the movie when Seth 

formally shakes Evan’s hand before walking away with Jules. This final act solidifies the 
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fact that as “ideal” men their physical relationship must be sterilized as their heterosexual 

relationships take a position of prominence. 

Evan and Seth switch between stereotypical representations of masculine and 

feminine relationship roles. This is demonstrated by the fact that in almost every scene 

that depicts the two characters entering or leaving a location, Seth walks in front of Evan. 

Seth also carries Evan out of the party in scene 93, demonstrating a traditional masculine 

“hero” role. Evan, on the other hand, pays for Seth’s drink in scene 16, also exhibiting a 

traditional masculine role. 

The roles of the relationship are further emphasized by the fact that Seth is usually 

responsible for moving the plot forward by initiating dangerous and irresponsible plans of 

action while Evan is consistently the voice of reason. These relationship standards are 

consistent with Freud’s concepts of id as the source of unbridled passion and ego as the 

manifestation of repression. This dynamic is demonstrated in scene 52 when Seth tries to 

convince Evan to go with a stranger to a party to grab alcohol prompting the following 

dialogue: 

Evan: “I don’t like this idea at all. This guy is fucking creepy man.” 

Seth: “What! He looks like a guy. That’s what guys look like. What’s your 

problem” (Apatow et al., 2007). 

The dialogue between Seth and Evan establishes Evan as the more responsible member 

of the two; however, Evan usually follows along with Seth’s impulsive plans. 

Interactions between Seth and Fogell. The interactions between Seth and Fogell 

are hostile illustrations of internal hegemonic regulation among male peers. Seth initiates 
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threatening or violent contact with Fogell in two different scenes, but Fogell never 

responds with violent actions of his own. Seth also initiates verbal insults and threats of 

physical violence to assert his dominance over Fogell. The hostile interactions between 

Seth and Fogell are demonstrated with the following dialogue from scene 42: 

Seth: “This whole thing is bigger than you Fogell, so grow a pair of nuts and walk 

in there and buy the alcohol.” 

Fogel: “What if I don’t feel like it anymore Seth. What?” 

Seth: “Then I’ll fucking kill you. OK. I’ll get a knife and stab you through your 

fucking heart” (Apatow et al., 2007). 

Interactions between Evan and Fogell. Evan and Fogell have an uncomplicated 

but unpassionate relationship. Evan and Fogell do not physically interact and the few 

times they are alone on screen they discuss their arrangements to room together in 

college. Evan will defend Fogell in front of Seth, but will also insult Fogell when Seth is 

not around. Evan does not discuss sexual issues with Fogell, which enforces the idea that 

Evan and Seth share a unique bond. In scene 91 however, the audience discovers that 

Fogell brought both a condom and lube to the party, which Evan also intended to bring to 

the party, demonstrating a basic similarity between Evan and Fogell. Other similarities 

include the fact that the two characters are both going to Dartmouth for college, they are 

both sexually unexperienced, and they share similar verbal similarities in their use of 

expletives and sexually suggestive language. This is consistent with Freud’s 

conceptualization of the similarity between the superego and the ego. Since the superego 
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is simply a more idealized representation of the ego, the characters are too similar to 

allow for the development of a rich relationship. 

Superbad Females 

To answer the second half of RQ1 which asks how Superbad represent the 

process of achieving a masculine “ideal” in western culture and to address RQ2 which 

asks how Superbad represents “ideal” masculinity through interactions with female peers 

this study briefly analyzed the role of the three main female characters in the film and 

examined the interactions between the three main male characters and the three main 

female characters. The main function of the three white women in the films is to serve as 

heterosexual partners for the three male peers. Mulvey (1975) explains, “traditionally, the 

woman displayed has functioned on two levels: as erotic object for the characters within 

the screen story, and as erotic object for the spectator within the auditorium, with a 

shifting tension between the looks on either side of the screen” (p. 204). Little emphasis 

is placed on the relationship between the three female characters, but they are given 

distinct visual and verbal characteristics. All three female characters are introduced first 

through the visual male gaze and do not speak until after they are “gazed at” by their 

male partner. 

The first main female character introduced in the film is Evan’s heterosexual 

love-interest Becca. The audience first sees Becca through Evan’s gaze as he stares 

distractedly at her breasts. Becca is pretty, white, and has long auburn hair. She is soft 

spoken and continually tries to express her feelings for Evan. Despite the fact that the 

audience was first introduced to Becca through a sexualized male gaze, dialogue between 
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Becca and Evan in scene 90 establishes that Becca is a virgin. Becca is thus established 

as the innocent, but sexually enticing, young virgin.  

 The second main female character is Jules, Seth’s heterosexual love interest. Jules 

is first introduced in scene 22 as Seth gazes at her in home economics class. The male 

gaze associated with Jules is less sexualized than that of the other two female characters. 

The dialogue between Seth and Jules in scene 89 establishes the fact that Jules does not 

drink alcohol, which lends credence to the moral integrity of her character and potentially 

demonstrates why the film does not heavily sexualize her character. Jules’ ability to 

banter with Seth establishes her as a “tomboy” character.  

 Nicola is the final female main character introduced in the film. In scene 23, the 

camera shows a close up of Nicola from behind as she walks down the hall wearing tight 

white pants, her thong clearly visible above her pant line. The camera pulls back and it 

becomes clear that the audience is seeing Fogell’s gaze. Through dialogue with Fogell, 

Nicola’s lack of intelligence becomes evident to the audience.  

 The level of sexualization of the female characters at the beginning of the movie 

foreshadows the level of sexual activity the girls will engage in during the movie. Jules, 

for example, does not engage in any sexual activity. Becca begins to strip down for Evan, 

but does not actually have sex with him. Nicola however is established through her 

clothing early in the film as promiscuous and is the only character that completes the act 

of sexual intercourse.  
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Interaction between Male Peers and Female Love-Objects: Completing the 

Heterosexual Masculine Rite of Passage.   

It is no coincidence that each main male character is paired up with one female 

character as a heterosexual partnership in the movie. As stated previously, Demetriou 

(2001) noted that the selection of a heterosexual object-choice is a crucial factor in the 

reification of the dominant patriarchal system. Freud (1910) similarly claims that a 

heterosexual object-choice is an integral part of a man’s sexual development. The 

primary purpose of the women in Superbad is thus to provide the male characters with 

heterosexual object-choices which reestablish the dominant patriarchal system. 

The dialogue throughout the film clearly establishes heterosexual sex as the male 

characters’ main objective of the party. In scene 32 Seth declares, “Tonight is the night 

that fucking is an actual possibility! Dude I know I talk a lot of shit, ok. But she’s gonna 

be at the party and she’s gonna be drunk and she likes me at least a little, enough to get 

with me. At the very least I’ll make out with her.” In scene 75, Fogell similarly declares, 

“we are so getting laid tonight!” The solidification of manhood through heterosexual sex 

is the crux that moves the plot forward, the goal that drives the characters to succeed in 

the face of insurmountable odds. It is important therefore to examine how each male 

character traverses the heterosexual masculine rite of passage in each character’s 

respective ‘hook-up scene,’ and how alcohol plays a role in the process. 

Evan and Becca.  Becca is first seen at the party in scene 78 through Evan’s gaze 

as he watches her drunkenly interact with other party goers in the gazebo. As he 

approaches the gazebo he sees her sitting on the floor with her legs spread out in front of 
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her. Evan helps her stand and she falls into him, indicating her drunken state. The scene 

ends as Becca takes Evan by the hand and leads him out of the gazebo. In scene 87, 

Becca and Evan are alone in a bedroom. Evan sits on the bed as Becca begins stripping. 

She is unsteady and has difficulty standing. Becca initiates the physical contact with Evan 

and is the physical aggressor in the situation. As Becca crawls on top of Evan and begins 

kissing him, his eyes are closed tight and his face looks pained. At one point, Evan gently 

pushes Becca off of him. They do not have sex and the scene ends with Becca vomiting 

next to Evan. 

The verbal cues throughout the progression of Evan and Becca’s sexual encounter 

are particularly noteworthy. In scene 78, when Evan first sees Becca at the party, Becca’s 

friend Gabby approaches Evan and the following dialogue ensues: 

Gabby: “Becca, she’s been waiting for you. She’s over there. She’s way smashed 

and she’s been yammering about you all night.” 

Evan: “Really? What was she saying? She told you that she thinks I’m a good 

guy?” 

Gabby: “No, no. She said something more like, ‘I will fully blow him tonight.’” 

Evan: “But she’s totally hammered and if I get with her and I’m not drunk isn’t 

that like unethical?” 

Gabby: “Oh, not if you’re drunk too” (Apatow et al., 2007). 

This piece of dialogue emphasizes the use of alcohol in sexual situations and 

draws attention to the blurred boundaries of sexual consent.  In scene 80, Evan is alone in 

a bathroom attempting to drink liquor out of a bottle. He looks in the mirror and tells 
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himself, “calm down, calm down. She likes you. She wants to suck on your penis. That’s 

a good thing. That’s the best thing” (Apatow et al., 2007). Alcohol is thus used as a way 

to calm and prepare Evan for this looming sexual encounter and to make the encounter 

ethical by ensuring that both partners are drunk.  

Evan’s lack of comfort with this sexual encounter is emphasized by the different 

verbal cues used by Becca and Evan during the attempted sex scene. Evan uses language 

like, “you’re the best” and “you’re the prettiest girl this side of the Mississippi” (Apatow 

et al., 2007). As the physical contact progresses, Evan tries to stop the sexual encounter 

and says, “This is kind of intense and I'm so drunk I can't even process this. And, you’re 

really pretty, and, uh, I just think this isn't how I pictured it” (Apatow et al., 2007). 

Becca, on the other hand, uses sexually explicit ‘porn’ language throughout the 

encounter. Becca makes statements like, “I want you inside of me” and “How badly do 

you want to fuck me” (Apatow et al., 2007). The disconnect between the two partners is 

evident through their language choices and nonverbal cues. Evan is clearly distressed by 

the situation but feels pressure to finish the sexual act but, in the end, cannot go through 

with it.  

Seth and Jules. Seth’s brief attempt to initiate sexual contact with Jules occurs in 

a one minute span in scene 89.  As previously established, Jules was the least sexually-

visualized female main character in the movie. As Jules interacts with Seth in scene 89, 

Jules is standing upright, doesn’t slur her words, and is not exhibiting drunken behavior. 

Seth, however, sways slightly as he stands with his eyes half closed. Seth’s attempt to 

instigate sexual contact feels invasive as he leans in and kiss Jules on the mouth while she 
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is talking, effectively silencing her. Jules eyes go wide as she pushes Seth away from her. 

He aggressively invades her space again as he falls forward hitting her eye with his 

forward head which ends the interaction between the two characters. 

In scene 92, Seth explains to Jules the importance of alcohol in the potential 

sexual interaction between the two characters. 

Seth: “You’re like the coolest person that’s ever talked to me. I thought we’d both 

be drunk.”  

Jules: “What does me being drunk have anything to do with it” 

Seth: “You’d  never get with me if you were sober. Look at you. Look at me” 

(Apatow et al., 2007).   

Jules is receptive to Seth’s concerns and reacts sympathetically until Seth falls forward 

hitting her in the face. Jules passive acceptance of Seth’s statement indicates that some 

women are complacent in the use of alcohol to promote sex.  

 Fogell and Nicola.  Fogell and Nicola’s ‘hook-up’ scene occurs in two parts in 

scene 91 and scene 94. In scene 91, Nicola appears to be the sexual aggressor. She is 

lying on top of Fogel in a bed wearing only a bra and underwear while Fogell is fully 

clothed. The audience is therefore invited to see the most female nudity from Nicola. 

Nicola sits up and grabs Fogell’s hand placing one of his fingers in her mouth. Fogell 

then shows her the condom and bottle of lube he brought with him. In scene 94, the two 

characters have switched places and Fogell is on top of Nicola. The camera looks down at 

Nicola’s face. She looks confused as she shakes her head. The camera then switches to 
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look up at Fogell’s face as his frown turns into a smile of euphoria as he declares, “it’s 

in!” 

The verbal interaction between Fogell and Nicola during these two scenes is very 

functional but limited in any serious emotional depth. The entire conversation is summed 

up in the following dialogue: 

Fogell: “I got a boner” 

Nicola: “Good. Do you have a condom?” 

Fogell: “Yes, and lube.” 

Fogell: “It’s in. Oh my God it’s in” (Apatow et al., 2007). 

Fogell’s last line confirms that he had sexual intercourse with Nicola, a feat that Seth and 

Evan were unable or unwilling to accomplish. 

Female Boundaries of Male Sexual Exploration 

The three main female characters also serve to regulate the expression and 

exploration of male sexuality. In scene 19, Evan stares distractedly at Becca’s breasts, 

demonstrating a male gaze that solidifies her position as his heterosexual love-object. 

Becca catches him staring at makes a questioning face, thereby regulating the access of 

his gaze. A similar situation occurs in scene 23 as the camera shows a close up of a girl 

from behind as she walks down the school hall. The camera pulls back and we see that 

Fogell is walking closely behind Nicola and staring at her as she walks. Nicola stops and 

turns around catching him staring. Fogell quickly stammers about the time of day and 

turns on his heels to walk away, ending his ability to gaze at Nicola without fear of being 

caught. 
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The three main women also create boundaries through the threat of potential 

emasculation. An example of the threat of emasculation occurs in scene 30 when a child 

version of Becca discovers Seth’s obsession with drawing dicks and turns him in to the 

principal. Another example occurs in scene 92 when Seth, after being sexually rejected 

by Jules, stands crying by a car. The following dialogue demonstrates Seth’s attempts to 

prevent against the threat of Jules emasculating him: 

Jules: “Seth, are you crying?” 

Seth: “No, I just have something in both my eyes. I don’t cry. That’s funny” 

(Apatow et al., 2007). 

It is noteworthy that both prominent attempts to guard against the threat of emasculation 

occur with Seth, who most consistently performs the myth of a hyper-sexual, aggressive 

version of masculinity. To examine RQ3 and RQ4 which ask how “ideal” masculinity is 

represented through interactions with ethnic others and male peers, the following sections 

examined the three main male characters’ interactions with minor characters in the film. 

The Three Male Characters and White Masculine Others 

Fogell’s journey to manhood.  Fogell relies on two white male cops as the 

figurative and literal authority of manhood. Fogell is temporarily separated from Evan 

and Seth forty minutes into the film and does not reunite with them until almost thirty 

minutes later. During the separation from his friends, Fogell is guided into the world of 

“ideal masculinity” by two white police officers who could also be considered superego 

representations of masculinity. The cops expose Fogell to progressively more 

stereotypical “manly” activities. In scene 64, the officers buy Fogell a beer, and in scene 
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73, they give Fogell a cigarette. The culmination of stereotypical images of masculinity 

occurs in scene 97 when the officers allow Fogell to shoot a gun. In scene 67, Fogel asks 

Officer Michaels what it is like to have a gun. Officer Michaels responds, “It’s like 

having two cocks, if one of your cocks could kill somebody” (Apatow et al., 2007). The 

exaggerated nature of the police officers’ expressions of masculinity are reminiscent of 

the more familiar stereotypes of “manly” masculine authority figures. 

Through dialogue, the officers express to Fogell the boundaries imposed on them 

by women. This is playfully demonstrated in scene 51 when Officer Slater states, 

“You’re an organ donor. I didn’t want to be one, but my wife insisted” (Apatow et al., 

2007).The officer’s anxiety over the control women exert in their lives becomes less 

playful in scene 71 when a female operator is heard through the police radio demanding 

that the two officers arrive at a crime scene. Officer Slater responds by calling her a 

“dumb fucking whore” under his breath. This reaffirms the idea of perceived eroding 

masculine control. The notion of eroding masculine control is especially emphasized by 

the fact that the anxiety is expressed by two white police officers in positions of 

authority. 

The two cop characters also play a pivotal role in demonstrating that the cycle of 

testing and proving manhood does not end after the emerging adult stage of life. In scene 

94, the officers confess to Fogell that they know he isn’t 25 and state, “when we saw you 

in the liquor store today we saw ourselves and we wanted to show you that cops can have 

a good time too” (Apatow et al., 2007). This demonstrates the notion that proving one’s 

worth to other men is a constant cycle in the performance of “ideal” masculinity. 
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Regulating the hierarchy.  The majority of Evan and Seth’s interactions with 

white male others occur as other males enforce that standards of aggressive dominant 

masculinity. In scene 15, three white males dressed in athletic clothing stop Seth and 

Evan. The leader of the male group, Jessie, spits on Seth. In another instance of 

masculine regulation, a violently aggressive male character named Mark (also dressed in 

athletic clothing) attempts to throw a beer bottle at Seth. In scene 66, Evan is surrounded 

by a group of older men and forced to sing for them in a bedroom. In scene 73, a white 

older man throws a bat at Seth as Seth jumps over a fence. These regulators of 

masculinity are visually distinguished from Evan and Seth through either their athletic 

clothing or obvious age difference, making them “more” masculine and thus qualified to 

regulate the standard. 

Regulation of the masculine hierarchy also occurs verbally through insults that are 

demeaning towards women and homosexual men and threats of physical violence. In 

scene 15, Jessie calls Evan and Seth “faggots.” In scene 31, a white male student walks 

past Seth’s table and swipes his books of the table while calling him a “pussy.” In scene 

73, Officer Slater threatens to put “an asshole where their faces used to be.” These 

examples make clear the fact male peers regulate each other’s masculinity, but they are 

also regulated by external male forces. 

The Three Male Characters and White Female Others: Indications of Female Value 

The mom.  In scene 13, the audience is introduced to Evan’s mom as she walks 

out of her house wearing jeans and a low-cut orange blouse. Evan’s mom leans down to 

talk to Evan and Seth through the passenger car window. The audience is allowed to view 
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Evan’s mom through Seth’s gaze as he stares at her cleavage. While Seth’s verbal 

interaction with Evan’s mom is respectful, his gaze implies his sexual desire for Evan’s 

mother. This further solidifies Seth’s unabashed lust and perpetuates his role as the id. 

Seth’s gaze also allocates the same type of sexual value to Evan’s mom that is afforded to 

the younger female characters.   

 Young female others.  The film contains two main white young female others: 

Becca’s friend Gabby and Jules’ friend Shirley. Gabby assists in facilitating Evan’s 

relationship with Becca by telling him that Becca has been waiting for him at the party. 

Evan’s interactions with Gabby are cordial and he refers to Gabby by her first name. 

Seth’s discussion of Shirley is less respectful, further emphasizing the character’s view 

that women exist for sexual purposes. In scene 32 Seth says to Evan, “Jules and her 

stupid fucking friend came up to me and they asked me to buy her alcohol.” Seth’s 

disdain for Shirley is similar to his disdain for Becca, in that any female that does not 

present a potential for sexual satisfaction causes Seth agitation. This is consistent with 

Freud’s (1950) idea that, “it is characteristic of the id to maintain indifference about 

where sexual gratification occurs, so long as it does occur. However, the ego is more 

selective in selecting a sexual object-choice” (p. 63). 

 Disposable female others. In scene 22, the audience is introduced to the haggard 

white home economics teacher. Her lack of value to Seth as a sexual object is evident in 

the disrespect with which he states, “we all know home economics is a joke” (Apatow et 

al., 2007). The camera does not give the audience access to gaze at the teacher’s body; 

instead the first shot of the teacher is a close up of her face. The teacher’s presence as the 
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home economics teacher is reflective of an old-fashioned standard of morality which 

stands in opposition to the over-sexualized and under-regulated nature of what the three 

males consider to be fun. The teacher’s representation of moral boundaries is further 

emphasized in scene 24. In the scene, the teacher yells at Fogell to get out of the 

classroom right after he finishes telling Seth and Evan about his fake ID. 

In scene 39, Seth catches an old lady staring at him as he day-dreams about 

stealing liquor from a grocery store. Seth’s first response is to day-dream a reality in 

which the old woman helps him buy alcohol and tells him to “enjoy fucking Jules” 

(Apatow et al., 2007). In Seth’s second day-dream, however the woman is killed by a 

bottle thrown by an officer. The old woman’s lack of sexual appeal and inability to 

provide Seth with what he desires (alcohol) culminate in her death during his final day 

dream indicating the woman’s lack of value. 

The Three Male Characters and Ethnic Others 

The three male characters have a limited number of interactions with ethnic 

“others,” further enforcing the idea of a white heterosexual ideal within the film. The 

three main ethnic others illustrated in Superbad include: 1) an Asian male student 2) a 

black liquor store cashier and 3) a Hispanic store clerk. 

Evan and Miroki. In scene 22, Evan is paired with a slender young Asian male 

student in home economics class. There is not any verbal interaction between the two 

male characters, but the characters do communicate nonverbally. For example, Miroki 

ties Evan’s apron for him. Evan returns the favor by embracing Miroki from the front as 

he ties Miroki’s apron in the back. The camera pans back and forth between Evan and 
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Miroki’s affectionate interactions and Seth’s sexually explicit gestures towards Jules, 

demonstrating a similarity between the two relationships. Evan also puts flour on 

Miroki’s face causing him to resemble a cat or “pussy.” Miroki then pantomimes cat 

behavior demonstrating acquiescence with Evan’s nonverbal instructions. This role play 

is feminine in its connection to the word “pussy.” The feminine subservience is further 

emphasized by the fact that Miroki does not talk in the film.  

 Fogell and the liquor store emloyees. The two other ethnic others both work at 

the liquor store where Fogell attempts to illegally purchase alcohol in scene 43. As Fogell 

walks into the liquor store, the camera follows his gaze and shows a close-up of the black 

female cashier’s breasts. Her name tag reads Mindy. The male gaze is once again 

employed to indicate the sexual viability of the female character. Mindy however stands 

as an obstacle to Fogell’s ability to achieve higher masculine status by obtaining alcohol. 

Mindy’s depiction as an obstacle is further emphasized during the miscommunication 

between Mindy and the police officers in scene 49.  

Fogell’s interaction with the Hispanic store clerk also occurs in scene 43. The 

Hispanic store clerk is overweight and disheveled. Fogell spills beer on the store floor 

and the following dialogue occurs:  

 Store Employee: “Is there a problem here, sir?” 

 Fogell: “No problem whatsoever.” 

 Store Employee: “Sir, did you do this on the floor?” 

Fogell: “No, and you should really clean this up. Someone could really hurt 

themselves.” 
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Store Employee: “Fuck my life” (Apatow et al., 2007). 

Through Fogell’s interactions with the store employees, it is evident that his care-free, 

adventurous, rule-breaking antics do not apply to the ethnic store employees for whom 

responsibility and the challenges of life seem more present. 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

Research concerning the social manifestations of gender has moved beyond 

Freud’s initial theories of psychoanalysis; however, Superbad demonstrates that media 

representations of gender in society still maintain consistencies with many of Freud’s 

early concepts. Freud’s notions of id, ego, superego and his theories on sexual repression 

are specifically relevant to the boundaries of this film. Rather than focusing on the 

physically stereotypical representations of masculinity by depicting men who look 

‘manly,’ this film focuses on the stereotypical representations of the male psyche which 

remain consistent with Freud’s original concepts. The limitations of the id, ego and 

superego are established early in the film and each character adheres to the specific 

attributes associated with their specific role in the male psyche. 

Consistent with the findings of “dude-flicks,” masculine stereotypes in comedic 

genres are moving beyond physical stereotypes and manifesting through stereotypical 

representations of the male psyche. Seth’s character as the id for example is consistent 

with aggressive hyper-masculine representations of masculinity, however his character is 

unlikable. This represents an oppositional reading of Superbad’s contributions to the 

myths of hegemonic masculinity. The film depicts hyper-sexual and aggressive 

masculinity as an extreme comedic farce. The audience is however encouraged to relate 

to Evan who, in contrast to Seth, respects women, does not initiate physical aggression, 

and values emotional male bonding. Evan is thus positioned as a “new” type of “ideal” 

masculinity. It is important to note that while Evan’s relationships with women depict a 
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progressive masculine “ideal,” the film is virtually silent in regards to progressive 

depictions of racial relations. The three divergent depictions of masculinity therefore 

provide an argument that there is no “ideal” physical, verbal, or non-verbal component of 

manhood so long as the man is white and heterosexual. Through the lack of a physical 

standard of ideal masculinity, the ideals of whiteness and heterosexuality become more 

pronounced. The fact that the three characters do not develop beyond the boundaries of 

their stereotypes, but do  find heterosexual partners, emphasizes the idea that achieving a 

masculine “ideal” is still equated with solidifying a heterosexual identity.  

The necessity of establishing a heterosexual ideal is specifically emphasized 

through the interactions between Evan and Seth. The two characters’ inability to engage 

emotionally with one another during the beginning of the film is countered by the 

declaration of love between the two friends at the end of the film. In scene 98 of the film, 

the two boys drunkenly express their love for one another and their frustration at not 

being able to express this love more frequently. It is at this point in the movie that the 

bro-film Superbad develops a more complex perspective of the socially accepted 

standards of masculinity and the heterosexual rite of passage. Seth and Evan both fail to 

consummate the sexual rite of passage and yet this lack of completion is, in the end, 

deemed acceptable. While the movie creates a possible homosexual reading of the 

relationship between Evan and Seth, it is more important to note that whatever the sexual 

categorization of their feelings may be, they feel they cannot express these feelings until 

they are drunk. In the final scene of the movie, Evan and Seth actively repress their 

feelings for one another by walking away with their heterosexual object-choices and 
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affirming for the audience their heterosexual identities. While the film appears to 

problematize the ideal of the heterosexual male through the relationship between Evan 

and Seth, this ideal is reaffirmed when Evan and Seth choose to comply with the 

heterosexual standard. 

The male gaze is employed throughout the film to establish the sexual privileges 

of the three male characters thus emphasizing the lack of sexual power of the women. 

Mulvey (1975) explains: 

The man controls the film fantasy and also emerges as the representative of power 

in a further sense: as the bearer of the look of the spectator, transferring it behind 

the screen to neutralize the extradiegetic tendencies represented by woman as 

spectacle. This is made possible through the processes set in motion by 

structuring the film around a main controlling figure with whom the spectator can 

identify (p. 204). 

The use of the male gaze in Superbad establishes a sexual power dynamic 

consistent with hegemonic masculinity. The lack of character development among the 

three female characters exemplifies their roles in the film as tools to complete the 

heterosexual rite of passage. This is further demonstrated by the fact that the more 

sexually promiscuous a female character is, the more of her body the male character (and 

subsequently the audience) is allowed to see. This is consistent with the fact that female 

“other” characters that are not able or willing to serve a sexual function in the film are 

discredited by the male characters. 

It is worth noting that the six main female and male characters in the film are 

white. Dyer’s (2003) notion of ‘whiteness,’ while not the main focus of this discussion, is 

difficult to ignore in Superbad. The hedonistic freedoms afforded to the white male 

characters are not consistent across all ethnic categories. As such, these movies 
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predominantly limit the rite of passage and the establishment of an ‘ideal’ masculine 

identity to an experience achieved only by the white male. Yet, this notion of “whiteness” 

is at times hard to grasp because the film is first and foremost about three “average” 

American guys. As Dyer (2003) states, “white people – not there as a category and 

everywhere everything as a fact – are difficult, if not impossible to analyze qua white. 

The subject seems to fall apart in your hands as soon as you begin. Any instance of white 

representation is always immediately something more specific” (p. 3). This serves to 

further distinguish the bro-film representation of masculine rites of passage from rites of 

passage achieved among females and “others.” 

Superbad  is somewhat consistent with the “myth” of hegemonic masculinity in 

that white, heterosexual, middle-class men are “ideal” regardless of personality and 

physical beauty. The film however diverges from the myth of hegemonic masculinity in 

its exaggerated representations of hyper-masculine males characters. The two police 

officers for example represent a critical discourse of white male authority. An 

oppositional reading of the text may provide more insight about how the film potentially 

satirizes stereotypical masculinity. Superbad reaffirms the white middle-class status of 

“elite” masculinity but also provides a new interpretation of “ideal” masculinity through 

the representation of Evan. 

This study will benefit future research because it provides a critical case example 

of the changing representations of masculinity. Movie trailers for the films Project X 

(2012), 21 & Over (2013), and College (2008) indicate similar character depictions and 

themes. Further analysis of films that are consistent with the characteristics of the bro-
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film genre could identify whether these films contribute to the myth of hegemonic 

masculinity or provide elements that problematize the myth. Repetition of these ideas 

across multiple texts, could potentially reveal how the “myth” of hegemonic masculinity 

is re-conceptualized across American media targeted at the emerging adult population. 
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